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Abstract 

Purpose 

Synchrotron-generated microbeam radiotherapy (MRT) represents an innovative 

preclinical type of cancer radiotherapy with an excellent therapeutic ratio. Beyond 

local control, metastatic spread is another important endpoint to assess the 

effectiveness of radiotherapy treatment. Currently, no data exists on an association 

between MRT and metastasis. Here, we evaluated the ability of MRT to delay 

B16F10 murine melanoma progression and locoregional metastatic spread. 

Methods and Materials 

We assessed the primary tumor response and the extent of metastasis in sentinel 

lymph nodes in two cohorts of C57BL/6J mice, one receiving a single MRT and 

another receiving two MRT delivered with a 10-day interval. We compared these two 

cohorts with synchrotron broad beam-irradiated and non-irradiated mice. In addition, 

using multi-plex quantitative platforms, we measured plasma concentrations of 34 

pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines and frequencies of immune cell subsets 

infiltrating primary tumors that received either one or two MRT treatments.  

Results 

Two MRT treatments were significantly more effective for local control than single 

MRT. Remarkably, the second MRT also triggered a pronounced regression of out-

of-radiation field locoregional metastasis. Augmentation of CXCL5, CXCL12 and 

CCL22 levels after the second MRT indicated that inhibition of melanoma 

progression could be associated with increased activity of anti-tumor neutrophils and 

T-cells. Indeed, we demonstrated elevated infiltration of neutrophils and activated T-

cells in the tumors following the second MRT.  

Conclusions 
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Our study highlights the importance of monitoring metastasis following MRT and 

provides the first MRT fractionation schedule that promotes local and locoregional 

control with the potential to manage distant metastasis.  
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Introduction 

Recent advancements in radiotherapy (RT) technology have contributed to the 

improved therapeutic ratio of radiation treatment, one of the most common modalities 

used to eradicate cancer. Historically, crude spatial fractionation of radiation was 

used to deliver ablative radiation doses that could achieve local control with minimal 

toxicity (1). A renewed interest in this concept led to the development of more 

sophisticated spatially fractionated RT (SFRT) modalities that further exploit its 

normal tissue sparing effect. The innovative concept of microbeam RT (MRT), a 

‘next-generation SFRT’ produced by synchrotron sources, is a novel paradigm for 

radiation treatment bolstered by its remarkable preclinical results (2). In MRT, a 

collimator subdivides the homogeneous radiation field into planar beams of X-rays, 

delivered at exceptionally high dose rates, into µm-range, high dose areas ("peaks"), 

separated by a few hundred µm of low dose regions ("valleys").  Spatially segmented 

dose deposition drastically increases the maximum dose that can be delivered by 

each one of the microbeams triggering a cascade of biological responses that 

improve tumor control without inducing normal tissue toxicities (3,4). 

Melanoma is the most aggressive and radioresistant form of skin cancer. Melanoma 

cell survival following RT has been historically attributed to efficient repair of 

radiation-induced DNA damage and corroborated by recent studies (5,6). Since RT 

alone is not able to completely eradicate melanoma, it is used as part of a palliative 

treatment strategy, when surgery cannot be performed, or as an adjuvant therapy 

following lymphadenectomy. Conventional irradiation of murine B16F10 melanomas 

with a single dose of 15 Gy slowed tumor progression only initially, while fractionated 

irradiation (3 Gy x 5) was not effective (7). It has been recently reported superior 
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tumor control following synchrotron MRT relative to broad beam (BB) irradiation, in 

the B16F10 melanoma model (8). A single 407.6 Gy peak-dose MRT lead to a 

pronounced impairment of tumor vascular perfusion, reduction of proliferation and 

induction of senescence in tumor cells and production of monocyte- and lymphocyte-

attracting chemokines that resulted in increased accumulation of natural killer (NK) 

cells and cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTLs) to the tumors (8,9). In the same model, 

local control was significantly improved by substitution of a single MRT irradiation of 

401.23 Gy peak dose with three daily administrated 133.41-Gy fractions (10). Such 

temporal fractionation with a cross-beam configuration completely ablated half of the 

tumors and significantly increased the median survival in the remaining animals, 

compared to the cohort irradiated with a single MRT.  

As well as local control, locoregional and distant metastasis are important endpoints 

in assessing the effectiveness of RT treatment. Currently, no data exists on the 

potential impact of MRT on melanoma metastasis. Treatment of solid tumors is 

currently based on consideration of three clinical staging parameters affecting 

prognosis: the primary tumor size, tumor spread to proximal lymph nodes (LNs) and 

distant metastasis (11). Even after successful local treatment of primary 

malignancies, metastasis is common, and uncontrollable metastatic disease is 

generally the cause of cancer-related death (12). Post-RT metastases can arise from 

pre-existing subclinical micro-metastases (13). However, there is evidence from both 

animal and clinical studies, that conventional RT itself can increase the risk of tumor 

cell dissemination from solid tumors (14,15).  

LN-positivity, especially growth of nodal metastasis into adjacent tissues, has been 

associated with an increased risk of recurrence and poor overall survival in patients 

with locally advanced cancers (16). For melanoma, regional LNs are a common site 
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of disease spread (17). Sentinel LN dissection, as well as adjuvant locoregional RT, 

is standard practice, since it is associated with improved distant metastasis-free 

survival and, in some clinical trials, with overall survival (18). Conversely, without 

evidence of metastatic LNs or distant metastasis, usually no further therapy is 

recommended, beyond treatment/excision of the primary lesion. All these 

management policies infer that the tumor cells in intra-nodal metastases are capable 

of further dissemination and infiltration of other organs, however, this assumption is a 

point of ongoing debate (19). An alternative hypothesis is that distant metastases can 

only be generated by cells disseminated from the primary tumor, and positive LNs 

are a surrogate for the biological propensity of the tumor to metastasize (19).    

In this context, it is of extreme importance to understand the propensity of MRT to 

induce or modulate metastases and underlying radiobiological mechanisms, to 

provide a roadmap for further research on improving treatment outcomes. Here, we 

report the effectiveness of two fraction- vs. single fraction-MRT (2F vs. SF) not only 

by measuring the primary tumor volume, but also by assessing metastasis in 

locoregional sentinel LNs. To further support our findings, we assessed if the 

second MRT would modulate secretion of plasma cytokines and the local immune 

cell composition, to generate an anti-tumor immune response and enhance tumor 

regression following MRT, both locally and locoregionally. 
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Methods and Materials 

Animals, tumor induction and follow-up. Animal experiments were performed 

under permit XXXX approved by the Veterinary Office of XXXX, and under the 

license number XXXX provided by the XXXX Internal Evaluation Committee for 

Animal Welfare and Rights. C57BL/6J mice (females, 8 weeks old, Charles River 

Laboratories, XXXX), were used. After induction of anesthesia (cocktail of fentanyl 

(0.05 mg/kg body weight [BW]), midazolam (5 mg/kg BW), and medetomidine (0.5 

mg/kg BW)), 120,000 mycoplasma-free B16F10 melanoma cells (American Type 

Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA) were implanted in mouse ear pinnae by 

microsurgery (one tumor in each ear, two tumors per mouse), as previously 

described (20). Once the tumors were visible, starting from day 9 post-implantations, 

they were measured daily with an electronic caliper and tumor volume V was 

calculated with the following formula 𝑉 =
4𝜋

3
∗
𝑎

2
∗
𝑏

2
∗
𝑐

2
 (a, b and c are the length, width 

and thickness of the tumor) until the day of mouse euthanasia. Mice were culled with 

an IP injection of sodium pentobarbital (200 mg/kg BW), when ulceration on at least 

one of the tumors was detected. 

 

Irradiations. BB and MRT were delivered with synchrotron X-rays at XXXX 

biomedical beamline, XXXX. For MRT, a polychromatic photon spectrum with an 

average energy of 104 keV and an average dose rate of 13 kGy/s was used. An 

XXXX multislit collimator designed with 50 μm wide apertures (21) was used to 

spatially define the thickness of the planar beams and the 200 μm center-to-enter 

spacing between them (‘valleys’). For the first MRT the dose was 396.19 Gy for the 

peak and 6.56 Gy for the valley; for the second MRT, 396.06 Gy and 6.45 Gy, 

respectively. For BB irradiation, the homogenous dose delivered was 6.2 Gy which 
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nearly corresponds to the MRT valley dose. The scatter radiation dose received at 

the site of the mouse neck was in the range of 34-50 mGy.  

Fourteen mice from the SF-MRT cohort were irradiated once on day 11 after tumor 

implantation (designated D0 in Figure 1A), and 20 mice from the 2F-MRT cohort 

received the second MRT dose on day 21 after tumor implantation (designated D10 

in Figure 1A). The 10-day interval between the two MRT sessions was chosen 

because at D10 the tumor growth was at the nadir. The orientation of the beam 

relative to the mouse ears is depicted in Figure 1A. For the first MRT, the body of the 

mouse was aligned vertically and rotated so that pinna of the ear was approximately 

orthogonal to the microbeam planes, with the field (7.5-mm wide and 15.0-mm high) 

located centrally over the tumor (8). For the second MRT, mice were positioned 

horizontally which rotated the ears 90° from the first irradiation, so the tumors were 

irradiated in a crossed geometry, with a field size of 8.0×8.0 mm.  

 

Analysis of LNs. Both the right and left largest superficial cervical lymph nodes 

(sentinel LNs) from melanoma-bearing mice were examined. LNs from earlier 

experiments with the B16F10 melanoma model were also analyzed. All the 

experiments involved the following settings: MRT 396 Gy peak dose at D0; MRT 396 

Gy peak dose SF at D0 and 2F at D10; BB 6.2 Gy SF (approximately equivalent to 

the MRT valley dose) at D0, and non-irradiated controls. The paraformaldehyde 

(PFA)-fixed LNs were stored for up to 5 years for the earlier experiments. In most 

cases, both left and right sentinel LNs were harvested, from mice sampled at D2-D37 

post-first irradiation. The animal ethics protocol mandated euthanasia of mice with 

ulcerated tumors, which for non-irradiated control mice occurred before 22 days post-
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tumor implantation. Thus, LNs from control mice were harvested at one day prior-to-

irradiation (D-1) and at D2-D11 post-SF-MRT. 

LNs were fixed in a 4% PFA solution and examined macroscopically. The size of the 

LNs was measured and the volume occupied by metastases was estimated. The 

scoring system was adapted from our previous study (20).  

Dosimetry, photography and microtomography of LNs, immunohistochemistry, 

microscopy, immune analysis of plasma samples and irradiated tumors are described 

in Supplementary Materials. 

 

Statistical analysis. GraphPad Prism version 9 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, 

CA, USA) was used for data presentation and statistical analyses. The two-way 

ANOVA multiple comparison test was used to analyze differences in the tumor 

growth curves (SF-MRT vs. 2F-MRT). The one-way ANOVA multiple comparison test 

was employed to analyze differences in LN metastasis score over time. The Kruskal–

Wallis non-parametric multiple comparison test was applied to analyze differences in 

LNs sizes within different weeks post-irradiation and in the cytokine time course. In 

both the LN score and size evaluation, one group (BB at week 4) had a very small 

sample size (only 4 LNs). We report the data in our plots, although no statically 

significance with such a small sample size could be underlined. The nonparametric 

Mann–Whitney test was used to analyze the differences between relative immune 

populations detected by the ChipCytometry assay. 
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Results 

The second MRT elicits better tumor control 

At D0, melanoma-bearing mice were assigned to two groups, ‘SF-MRT’ and ‘2F-

MRT’, to receive either one or two MRT treatments with 396-Gy peak dose and 6.5-

Gy valley dose, with the expectation that administering the second radiation dose 

would further delay tumor progression. Indeed, as shown in Figure 1B, remarkably 

attenuated tumor progression was observed in 2F-MRT-treated melanoma-bearing 

mice compared to those animals that received only one MRT treatment. The mean 

tumor volume was significantly lower in the 2F-MRT cohort than in the SF-MRT 

cohort starting from D15 after the first MRT. In a retrospective analysis of the MRT 

treatment response of each melanoma in the two different MRT cohorts, the growth 

of the irradiated tumors was further sub-classified according to their response to MRT 

treatment. After the first MRT, two different types of tumor responses were identified: 

85.7% of melanomas shrank, but subsequently regrew (SF Response), while 14.3% 

were virtually unresponsive, with no tumor shrinkage but had a slight delay in tumor 

growth with respect to the non-irradiated controls (SF Partial response) (Figure 1C). 

After the second MRT, three different types of tumor responses were registered: 25% 

of melanomas experienced complete remission (2F Complete response), 65% shrank 

but subsequently regrew (2F Response), and only 10% showed a slight delay of 

tumor growth with no tumor shrinkage (2F Partial response) (Figure 1D). BB 

irradiations, as previously reported (8), impaired tumor growth starting from D5 when 

compared to non-irradiated tumors, however, no tumor shrinkage was observed. This 

is significantly inferior to the tumor growth delay elicited by SF-MRT and 2F-MRT. 

The second MRT significantly delays progression of locoregional metastasis  
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The black pigment melanin produced by melanoma cells, provided a unique means 

to visualize locoregional metastasis. The right and left cervical sentinel LNs were 

harvested per each mouse. We evaluated the proportion of positive sentinel LNs in 

the experimental cohorts and other clinically relevant factors, such as LN size and 

extent of LN metastasis. Over the years, we have accumulated a large collection of 

LNs from melanoma-bearing mice treated as presented in Figure 1A along with 

corresponding non-irradiated controls. For a comprehensive study of locoregional 

metastasis, the entire LN collection was analyzed. Partly, the examined LNs were 

from the current experiment, while the rest were from previous experiments (8,20) 

and yet unpublished experiments. It was determined that the scatter radiation dose 

received by LNs following irradiation of the ears was in the range of 34-50 mGy.  

Fraction of positive LNs in experimental cohorts. On D2, macroscopic 

metastases were present in 7.1% of sampled LNs of non-irradiated melanoma-

bearing mice, in 60% of LNs of SF-MRT-treated mice, and in 22.2% of LNs of BB-

treated mice. The metastatic growth progressed rapidly; on D5 the respective values 

were 47.6%, 91.7% and 96.1%. In all cohorts, at later time-points (up to D37), 

metastases were observed in the vast majority of examined LNs (Table S1). 

Immunostaining of macroscopically negative sentinel LNs indicated that they can 

contain cells positive for melanoma markers Melan A and S-100β (Figure S1). 

Therefore, while locoregional metastasis is an expected consequence of primary 

tumor growth, both SF-MRT and BB irradiations accelerated this process compared 

to non-irradiated controls.  

Size of LNs. The size of individual LNs as well as the median values in all 

experimental cohorts over time post-irradiation are shown in Figure 2. We pooled the 

data into weekly bins, since this presentation provided a reasonable cohort size for 
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comparison. The mean LN sizes were generally similar, mostly in the range of 2-5 

mm (representative images are shown in Figure 3A). Four outliers in the SF-MRT 2-

week group were underlined using the ROUT method with Q=1%, however we 

decided not to exclude these samples from analysis because of their clinical 

relevance. The significance was calculated employing median, rather than mean 

measures, to limit the contribution of the four samples to the final statistical 

significance. One of these four LNs harvested on D23 post-SF-MRT, was of 17.2 

mm-size and completely invaded by melanoma cells (Figure S1E).  

Extent of LN metastasis. The system to score the extent of metastasis in LNs was 

adapted from our previous study (20). As presented in Figure 3A, score 0 signifies 

undetectable macroscopic metastasis, scores 1 to 4 are the area of LNs covered by 

<5%, 5-15%, 15-25% and >25% melanoma cell infiltrate, respectively, and score 5 

describes LNs that are full of melanoma cells. The extent of metastasis is presented 

in Figure 3B-C as scores per week, where week 1 is the week immediately after the 

first MRT session. The metastasis score in individual LNs and the average scores per 

day are shown in Figure S2. Figure 3B shows proportions of LNs with a given score. 

LNs with a higher score than in non-irradiated controls, were evident in the SF-MRT- 

and BB-irradiated cohorts at week 1 after irradiation. Metastatic progression was 

accelerated in the SF-MRT cohort over the BB cohort. At week 4, the majority of LNs 

in the SF-MRT cohort scored >3, and many LNs scored 5. Remarkably, the second 

MRT on D12 (week 2) delayed and even partially reversed metastasis progression. 

This is reflected in the similarity between the 2F-MRT diagram at week 4 and the SF-

MRT diagram at week 2 (Figure 3B). The effect was long-lasting but not permanent. 

Metastasis continued to progress, such that the results for the 2F-MRT cohort at 

week 6 were similar to those of the SF-MRT diagram at week 4. These results were 
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confirmed by comparison of average scores of metastases presented in Figure 3C. 

The mean scores were not significantly different between the SF-MRT- and BB-

irradiated cohorts, but the second MRT reduced the average score at weeks 2, 3 and 

4 compared to the SF-MRT cohort (with statistical significance at weeks 3 and 4). At 

week 6, the average score in the 2F-MRT cohort increased. 

Characteristics of LN metastasis in MRT-irradiated melanoma-bearing mice. 

Micro-tomography 3D-reconstructed images of metastatic LNs revealed a general 

accumulation of disseminated tumor cells on the superficial portions of the LNs 

(Figure 4A).  

Biomarkers of viability and proliferation signify the ability of disseminated tumor cells 

to further metastasize. Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is involved in the 

acquisition of aggressiveness and motility of cancer cells (22). Immunostaining of 

metastatic LNs for apoptosis and proliferation markers (cleaved caspase 3 and 

phospho-histone H3) revealed low incidence of apoptotic cells and presence of 

mitotic cells in the metastatic lesions (Figure 4B and Figure S3A) and the primary 

tumors (Figure S3B). Pan-cytokeratin (Pan-CK) was selected as an epithelial 

marker, and vimentin and fibronectin as mesenchymal markers. Metastatic lesions 

and primary tumors were pan-CK-positive, although the immunostaining intensity 

varied (Figure 4B and Figure S3A-B). The majority of metastases were vimentin-

negative (LN1 in Figure 4B). In some LNs, the weak membrane-associated vimentin 

positivity was observed (LN2 in Figure 4B and Figure S3A). The weak fibronectin 

immunostaining was not typical and was associated with nuclei (Figure 4B), similar 

to the primary tumors (Figure S3B), as previously described in tumor cells (23). The 

weak positivity for mesenchymal markers could be the result of a long-term storage 

of paraffin blocks. Immunostaining intensity was much higher in freshly PFA-fixed 
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melanomas that were stored frozen prior to fixation (Figure S3C-D), with the same 

atypical nuclear positivity for fibronectin in non-irradiated tumors (Figure S3C), but 

with the cell membrane positivity in MRT-irradiated tumors (Figure S3D). Therefore, 

the expression of EMT markers in metastatic tumor cells indicates their potential to 

propagate further. 

 

The second MRT modulates systemic and local immune responses 

SF-MRT has been shown to induce a strong immune response in B16F10 

melanomas (9). To understand whether the second MRT fraction can boost this 

response, and in search for candidate mediators of the observed metastasis 

regression, we compared plasma concentrations of cytokines involved in pro- and 

anti-inflammatory responses and tumor-infiltrating immune cell subpopulations in SF- 

and 2F-MRT cohorts.  

2F-MRT-induced acute inflammatory response is mitigated by cytokines 

involved in chronic inflammation. Dynamic changes in the concentrations of 14 

cytokines revealed statistical significance, as shown in Figure 5. Nineteen cytokines 

whose changes were not statistically significant, are shown in Figure S4. Two pro-

inflammatory neutrophil-attracting cytokines, CXCL5 and CCL22, were significantly 

increased two days after the second MRT (D12), compared to levels in the SF-MRT 

cohort (p<0.01). Soon after, their concentrations declined. CXCL12 also increased 

compared to levels in the SF-MRT cohort (p<0.05 at D5). This increase relates to a 

recruitment of inflammatory cells, such as tumor-associated neutrophils (TANs), T-

cells and CTLs. An increase in CCL11 after 2F-MRT was maintained at the later 

time-points (p<0.01 at D19 vs. D12 in the SF-MRT cohort), indicating an increased 

attraction of eosinophils. 
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Plasma concentrations of 5 cytokines statistically significantly decreased at one or 

more time-points in the 2F-MRT cohort, compared to the SF-MRT cohort. These 

included: CXCL10, which regulates cell growth, apoptosis and angiostatic effects; 

CCL19, which correlates with the tumor response; CCL20, which downregulates 

formation and function of lymphoid tissues and CCL24, which balances the 

recruitment of eosinophils to the tumor. There was a trend for a decrease in CCL25, 

which attracts tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) and dendritic cells (DCs). The 

kinetics of these down-regulated cytokines was similar in both cohorts. There was a 

steady increase at the later time-points, indicating an attenuation of the acute 

inflammation, as CC-chemokine receptors are critical mediators of chronic 

inflammatory responses (24). IL-1β (which is produced by inflammatory 

macrophages and neutrophils) and IL-2 (which regulates proliferation of activated 

lymphocytes) exhibited a similar increase.  

 

2F-MRT-induced recruitment of neutrophils and activation of local T-cells in the 

tumor microenvironment. To validate our findings related to the systemic cytokine 

modulation, ChipCytometry analysis, a high-plex, quantitative imaging platform with a 

single-cell resolution (25) was employed for a side-by-side comparison of the immune 

cell composition in SF- and 2F-MRT-irradiated tumors at the second day following the 

second fraction (D12). The detection strategy of immune cell subpopulations is 

illustrated in Figure 6A-C, and differences in immune cell lineages in the SF- and 2F-

MRT cohorts compared to the parental populations are shown in Figure 6D.  

TANs were significantly elevated (p<0.05) and total T-cells decreased (p<0.05) in the 

2F-MRT-irradiated tumors. Importantly, a significantly higher frequency of activated 

T-cells was present in the survived T-cell population in the 2F-MRT group vs. the SF-
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MRT group (p<0.05). A trend towards increased major histocompatibility complex 

class II (MHCII) and recruitment of monocytes was observed in the 2F-MRT group, 

as well as a trend towards decreased recruitment of DCs and TAMs. 

Overlays of gated populations for T-cell subsets are displayed in the T-distributed 

stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) space for one randomly selected sample of 

the SF-MRT and 2F-MRT groups (Figure 6E, images on the right). t-SNE density 

plots in Figure 6E (images on the left) shows an overview of the distribution of the 

whole cells detected on the tissue slice. The overlays (images on the right) were 

manually gated, and each single cell was color-coded. The tSNE technique allows for 

visualization of complex multi-dimensional data in fewer dimensions while still 

maintaining the structure of the data. In both samples, distinct separation of T-cell 

subpopulations is evident in different regions of the map, as well as their overlay of 

the region covered by T-cells. The larger distribution of activated T-cells (dark blue 

overlay) over the total T-cells in the 2F-group vs. the SF-MRT group confirms the 

quantitative data.  
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Discussion 

Synchrotron-generated X-ray MRT provides better tumor control in animal models 

than BB irradiation (8), with a major benefit being the significantly reduced damage to 

normal tissues within the field (3,26). We explored the ability of fractionated MRT to 

attenuate growth and progression of radioresistant B16F10 murine melanoma and 

evaluated the metastatic spread in cervical sentinel LNs after SF- and 2F-MRT 

treatment. For the first time we present a comprehensive analysis of locoregional 

metastases after the use of synchrotron radiation. We measured plasma 

concentrations of 34 pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines in blood samples collected 

on different days after SF- and 2F-MRT irradiations, to understand which immune 

factors support regression of both primary tumor and metastasis after the second 

MRT treatment. We validated the data by comparing the immune cell composition in 

SF- and 2F-MRT-treated tumors by ChipCytometry. This report is the largest study of 

MRT-induced immune responses to date. 

Characteristics of synchrotron MRT. MRT features an array of microscopic (μm-

range) parallel planar beams of synchrotron generated X-rays delivered at 

exceptionally high dose rates up to 16 kGy/s (27). Supraclinical hecto-Gy doses can, 

therefore, be delivered in milliseconds, i.e. in FLASH mode (>100 Gys-1) (28). Both 

spatial fractionation and FLASH RT reduce normal tissue toxicity and increase the 

therapeutic index of the treatment by sparing normal tissue surrounding the tumor, 

however, the underlying mechanisms likely differ. For MRT, the dose gradient 

generated by the alternating peak and valley areas, evokes bystander effects and 

vascular disruption specific to the areas of the high doses in tumors. The same dose 

gradient has been recently proposed as a possible cause of a strong local and 
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systemic anti-tumor immune responses (reviewed in (29)  and (9)). In MRT, the 

contribution of the FLASH delivery component is not yet clear, nor is the status of 

tumor oxygenation, as many studies indicate that the mechanism of action of FLASH 

RT is oxygen dependent. The influence of oxygen on downstream biological effects 

however, still requires further investigation in order to reach a consensus (30). 

2F-MRT improves local control of B16F10 melanoma. A previous study 

demonstrated that normally radioresistant B16F10 melanomas showed an excellent 

response to a single MRT treatment and more efficient compared to a single 6.2 Gy 

BB irradiation (8). At 9-10 days after irradiation, the volume of responsive tumors 

reached a nadir, prompting us to deliver at this specific time the second MRT 

fraction, to boost the tumor control. The 2F regimen significantly delayed tumor 

progression. The tumors of the 2F-MRT cohort did not reach the size of the SF-

MRT cohort at the endpoint of the experiment. Considering that the average size of 

the tumors at the time of receiving the second MRT was greater than at D0, when 

the first MRT was administered, the tumor growth delay obtained with the 2F 

regimen exceeded our expectations. The outstanding treatment success of 2F-MRT 

can be attributed to not only the direct killing of melanoma cells, but also to the 

additive biological effects reported in earlier publications, e.g. disruptive effect on 

the immature tumor vasculature (3,8,31) and the anti-tumor immune response (8,9). 

A limitation of this study is that in addition to temporal fractionation, there are two 

other factors that may have contributed to the excellent tumor control achieved. First, 

the total radiation dose administered differs between cohorts: the 2F-MRT cohort 

received twice the dose of the SF-MRT group. Second, the radiation dose was 

spatially distributed differently at the target site: the 2F-MRT overlapped the SF-MRT 
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at a 90° angle, creating a cross-hatched pattern. Further studies are needed to 

determine the impact of each of these variables on the final treatment efficacy.  

Association between RT and metastasis. Tumor recurrence and distant metastases 

are common even after successful RT with curative-intent for various cancers (12). 

Animal studies have shown that conventional RT can increase the risk of metastasis 

(13,32). This could be related to the release of viable tumor cells into the 

bloodstream, possibly through radiation-induced disruption of tumor architecture and 

vasculature which could facilitate the escape of cells with metastatic potential from 

the primary tumor (14). In fact, tumor cells have been found in the bloodstream of 

some cancer patients after commencement of RT (33). An association between the 

RT fractionation schedule and the subsequent risk of distant metastasis has been 

reported in a randomized clinical trial that compared Continuous Hyperfractionated 

Accelerated RT (CHART) to conventional RT in locally-advanced lung cancer (34). In 

addition to improving survival and local control, CHART resulted in a reduction in 

distant metastasis (34). It is hypothesized that because CHART was delivered in 3 

fractions per day, tumor cells would have acquired more damage thus be less 

capable to survive and metastasize.  

Depending on the irradiation schedule, MRT can contribute to, or reduce 

locoregional metastasis. We have previously shown that MRT effects are mediated 

by vascular toxicity (3,31). In combination with sublethal cellular damage in the 

valley areas between the microbeams (e.g., 6.5 Gy in this study), an opportunity 

exists for tumor cells or cell clusters to escape by extravasation into the circulation 

and to disseminate. Alternatively, or in parallel, they can enter the lymphatic system. 

Potentially, these disseminated tumor cells can be more aggressive, motile and 

metastatic than non-irradiated cells (14). 
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Dissection of B16F10 melanoma-bearing mice with advanced primary tumors that 

were either non-irradiated or irradiated with MRT and BB, revealed LN-positivity in 

nearly all animals. However, it is noteworthy that in our recent study (10), delivery of 

MRT in three daily fractions of 133.41 Gy peak-dose, resulted in complete ablation 

of 50% melanomas, with no locoregional or distant metastasis in these animals at 

18 months after treatment. We are conscious of the fact, however, that MRT 

efficacy cannot be attributed to temporal fractionation alone, and that the crossing 

of the MRT arrays can be another contributing factor (this issue has been discussed 

in (10)). Nevertheless, this outstanding result prompted us to examine the 

comprehensive LN collection with the B16F10 melanoma model.  

Here we report that both SF-MRT and BB accelerated formation of locoregional 

macro-metastases (60% of positive nodes after MRT and 22.2% after BB vs. 7.1% in 

control mice at D2) to a comparable extent at later times. Intra-nodal metastasis 

affected LNs of various sizes, confirming clinical data (35). However, only in the SF-

MRT-irradiated cohort, we observed unusually enlarged metastatic LNs in some 

animals. The metastatic tumor cells were alive, dividing, and expressed EMT 

markers, suggesting their potential to propagate further (22). Remarkably, the second 

MRT produced a very pronounced reduction in metastasis that lasted 5 weeks. The 

low-dose scatter radiation alone in each LN is estimated to be in the range of 34-50 

mGy, that would not generate any lethal effect on the tumor cells. The immune 

system-mediated abscopal effect, where local irradiation causes changes in tissues 

and organs outside the field of irradiation, including out-of-field, non-irradiated tumor, 

is another conceivable explanation.  

Anti-metastatic abscopal effect. In the clinic, reports of spontaneous abscopal effects 

are rare. According to Ko et al (36), abscopal responses for conventional RT are 
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more prominent following larger doses, supporting the use of hypofractionation. The 

hypofractionated regimen has been optimized in the pre-clinical setting, with three 

daily doses of 8 Gy proving most effective in inducing regression of a second non-

irradiated tumor (37). Hypofractionated SFRT delivered with a conventional radiation 

source to one primary mouse lung carcinoma effectively reduced another non-

irradiated tumor (38). The robust generation of the abscopal effect by 

hypofractionation and SFRT with high doses aligns with our finding that the second 

MRT fraction successfully reduced locoregional metastasis, and with the observed 

lack of metastasis when three daily MRT fractions were applied (10).  

Studies have reported that the immune system is an integral component of the anti-

tumor abscopal response and that activation of the immune system, commonly using 

checkpoint inhibitors against CTLA-4, PD-1 and OX40 in combination with local RT, 

was able to induce growth suppression in a second non-irradiated primary tumor 

(37,39). It is therefore proposed that local RT can incite systemic disease control, i.e. 

‘in-situ vaccination’ that is especially relevant to stereotactic radiosurgery and SFRT, 

such as MRT. Immune responses following irradiation of B16F10 melanoma with a 

single MRT dose have been documented. Specifically, increases in the plasma 

concentrations of MCP1, MIP1α and MIP1β, which are associated with recruitment of 

monocytes/macrophages were observed. This was corroborated by infiltration of the 

tumor microenvironment with macrophages, NK cells, CD4+ T-helpers and CD8+ 

CTLs (8). A unique gene signature for an ‘MRT-induced immune effect’ has been 

underlined, i.e., Ccl9 and Rsad2 overexpression in MRT-irradiated tumors compared 

to BB-irradiated tumors (9). Ccl9 is a chemokine that recruits myeloid progenitor cells 

to the tumor microenvironment, and Rsad2 is triggered by the type-I INF pathway that 

has been shown to activate abscopal effects (9). 
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2F-MRT triggers an anti-tumor immune response. In search for factors that generated 

the anti-tumor/anti-metastatic response after the second MRT, we measured plasma 

concentrations of 34 pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines in cohorts of mice that 

received one or two MRT fractions. The second MRT treatment significantly 

increased plasma levels of neutrophil-attracting chemokines CXCL5 and CXCL12 

(40,41), contributing to their long-term immunomodulatory effects. TANs may, under 

the influence of the local tumor microenvironment and irradiation, obtain an anti-

tumor (N1) or pro-tumor (N2) phenotype, and can either suppress or support tumor 

growth, and metastasis progression (42). In TANs, CXCL5 induces increased 

production of cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS), promoting their anti-tumor 

properties (43). Similarly, CXCL12 induces increased ROS production and enhances 

respiratory burst activity of N1 neutrophils in inflamed tissues (44). Accordingly, 

elevated plasma levels of CXCL5 and CXCL12 could result in the higher presence of 

N1 neutrophils within the tumor microenvironment at early stages of tumor 

progression and, therefore, contribute to the alleviation of melanoma growth and 

progression in 2F-MRT-treated animals. Indeed, elevated in-situ TAN frequencies in 

2F-MRT-irradiated tumors were confirmed by ChipCytometry at two days post-

exposure, compared to the SF-MRT-irradiated tumors. 

Activity of adaptive immune cells, including T-helpers and CTLs, also promotes anti-

tumor immunity (45). As recently demonstrated by several groups, single MRT 

treatment significantly increased the total number of tumor-infiltrating T-cells, 

resulting in attenuated growth of murine melanoma and breast cancer (8,46). Here, 

we demonstrated that 2F-MRT significantly increased plasma levels of CCL22 that 

recruits CCR4-expressing CD8+ CTLs and CD4+ T-helpers to the tumor (47). While 

an overall population of tumor-infiltrating T-cells was quickly destroyed by ablative 
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peak doses of the second MRT, there were significantly more activated T-cells in 2F-

MRT-exposed tumors, compared to their SF-MRT-exposed counterparts. These 

survivors are likely to be located in the valley regions, where the dose was not high 

enough to kill all T-cells; a unique characteristic of a SFRT (2,27). Additionally, MRT 

can spare some T-cells due to the FLASH-effect which reduces ROS-mediated 

cellular damage by rapidly consuming local oxygen (28,48). Based on the observed 

trend of increasing MHCII+ cells, these activated T-cells are likely to exhibit 

increased response to antigen presentation and amplification of T-cell immunity at 

sites of radiation-induced inflammation. Antigen-presenting cells could travel to 

regional LNs and other organs and prime T-cells, which would attack metastatic 

tumors; a proposed mechanism underlying abscopal effects (49).  The proposed 

mechanisms behind the efficacy of the second MRT fraction are summarized in 

Figure 7. The fundamental radiobiological question of the mechanisms of cell death 

that trigger a spectrum of immune responses after extremely heterogeneous doses 

delivered by MRT is yet to be addressed. It is likely that MRT may result in different 

types of cell death in the same irradiation field supported by multiple signal 

transduction cascades with underlying dysregulation of redox homeostasis and 

bioenergetic metabolism and a loss of Ca2+ homeostatic control (50,51). 

To confirm the importance of immune cell subpopulations for modulation of anti-

tumor immunity, future studies should determine their exact phenotype and function 

in individual MRT-treated tumors in correlation with local tumor control and the 

systemic response to radiation. 

Conclusions. The importance of our study resides in the fact that radioresistant 

B16F10 melanoma is susceptible to MRT treatment, while conventional RT is not 

effective due to inherent radioresistance of the tumor. Moreover, spatially fractionated 
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microbeams delivering ultra-high doses of radiation efficiently modulate systemic and 

local immune responses over a wide range of doses. Thus, MRT offers a new 

treatment formula with the potential to systematically cure metastases. This would be 

a turning point in the treatment options for patients with metastatic disease as their 

prognosis still remains poor at the moment of first diagnosis. The robust endpoints 

exploited in this study will be utilized in future MRT experimentation aiming to define 

the fractionation schedule for the best local and locoregional control, as well as for 

management of distant metastasis. 

We are confident that in the next few years we will witness the first MRT clinical trials, 

especially with the first veterinary dog trials underway at the European Synchrotron 

(52). Furthermore, with the awareness that compact sources for MRT delivery are 

essential for more widespread use, we are planning to investigate and compare the 

effects of synchrotron-generated MRT vs. MRT generated by non-synchrotron 

sources. It is essential to understand how dependent MRT efficacy is on synchrotron 

delivery and to find alternative X-rays sources that would make MRT more available 

to cancer patients worldwide. 
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1. MRT double-treatment significantly enhances melanoma regression. 

(A) Experimental scheme. Mice from the ‘SF-MRT’ group (N=14) were irradiated 

once (at 11th day after tumor implantation, D0), with 396-Gy peak dose while mice 

from the ‘2F-MRT’ group (N=20) received two irradiations with 396-Gy peak dose (at 

11th and 21st day after tumor implantation, respectively, D0 and D10 post-first MRT 

session). (B) Tumor volume curves of MRT single (pink, 28 tumors) and MRT double 

(blue, 40 tumors)-irradiated melanoma-bearing mice showing significantly enhanced 

melanoma regression after the second MRT irradiation. The already published tumor 

control data for BB irradiations and non-irradiated controls (8) are also included as 

dotted lines for comparison. Data presented as mean tumor volume ± SEM; 

*p=0.0081; ****p<0.0001 (two-way ANOVA multiple comparison test). (C) 

Categorization of melanomas according to their response to SF-MRT; non-shrunken 

tumors (partial response) and tumors exhibiting shrinkage and growth delay 

(response). (D) Categorization of melanomas according to their response to 2F-MRT; 

non-shrunken tumors (partial response), tumors exhibiting shrinkage and growth 

delay (response) and tumors exhibiting complete remission (complete response).  
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Figure 2. Size of sentinel LNs prior to and post-irradiations. Each dot represents 

a single LN (length, mm). They are grouped by cohort: non-irradiated control (CTR), 

BB, SF-MRT and 2F-MRT, and by week: week 1, 1-7 days post post-first MRT 

session; week 2, 8-14 days; week 3, 15-21 days; week 4, 22-28 days; week 6 is 

presented by D37, where the experiment was stopped, and all surviving mice were 

culled. LNs in the control group were also measured one day prior to irradiation (D-1). 
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Black horizontal bars show the median size of the experimental group.  *p=0.0142 

(Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison test within each group). 

 

Figure 3. Extent of melanoma cells occupying the dissected cervical sentinel 

LNs. (A) Representative images of LNs to illustrate the scoring system according the 

burden of metastatic black melanoma tissue in each LN. The scoring has been 

described previously (20), where score 0 signifies no metastasis, scores 1 to 4 are 

the area of LNs covered by < 5%, 5-15%, 15-25% and >25% melanoma cell infiltrate, 

respectively, and score 5 defines large LNs (4-9 mm, in one case 17.2 mm) that are 

filled with melanoma cells. (B) Fractions of LNs with a given score. LNs are grouped 

by cohort (non-irradiated control (CTR), BB, SF-MRT and 2F-MRT), and by time 

post-first MRT session.  LNs in the control group were also measured one day prior 
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to irradiation. (C) Average metastatic scores grouped by experimental cohort and by 

time post-first MRT session. LNs in the control group were also measured one day 

prior to irradiation (D-1). Data shown as mean score + SD. *p=0.0186; ****p<0.0001 

(one-way ANOVA multiple comparison test). 
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Figure 4. Characteristics of LN metastasis. (A) A representative low score LN (top 

panel) and a high score LN (low panel) harvested from mice with irradiated primary 

tumors. From left to right: images of segmented metastasis in micro-tomography 3D-

reconstructed images (frontal view and two different lateral views); macroscopic 

photographs of the same LNs; and microscopic images of histological sections from 

the same LNs immunostained for anti-melan A, at two different magnifications. (B) 

Viability and motility markers of tumor cells in LN metastasis. Microscopic images of 

histological sections of two LNs harvested from mice with MRT-irradiated primary 

tumors are shown at two different magnifications. Sections were immunostained for 

cleaved caspase-3 (CC3), phospho-histone H3 (PH3), pan-cytokeratin (pan-CK), 

vimentin and fibronectin. Melan A was used to identify the location of melanoma 

cells. Brown, peroxidase immunostaining; blue, nuclei counterstained with 

hematoxylin; black dots, melanin. 
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Figure 5. Modulations of 14 cytokines in melanoma-bearing mice irradiated 

with a single MRT fraction (SF) or double MRT fractions (2F). Plasma 

concentrations were measured by Bio-Plex immunoassay in samples of melanoma-

bearing animals collected after SF-MRT (pink bars, D2-12) and 2F-MRT (blue bars, 

D12-22). N=5 mice per group per time point (D12 has N=4). Data shown as a mean 

concentration ± SD; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 (Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric multiple 

comparison test). 
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Figure 6. Analysis of the primary tumor immune cell lineages by 

ChipCytometry. (A) Schematic representation of the ChipCytometry workflow. OCT-

frozen samples of SF-MRT- and 2F-MRT-irradiated tumors were subject to a 

comparative analysis. Six µm-thick tissue sections were loaded onto microfluidic 

chips and preserved by fixation. The samples were immunostained directly on the 

chips using fluorescently labelled antibodies via microfluidics, at 3-4-plex. The chips 

were imaged and then photobleached to remove a fluorescent signal for the next 

cycle of immunostaining. (B) Example of one melanoma section employed for the 
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multiplex analysis stained with DNA stain Hoechst 33342. (C) Phenotyping strategy 

for detection of the major tumor immune cell populations in high-resolution images 

acquired in four different fields of sections of MRT-irradiated tumors. Fields 1, 2, 3 

and 4 correspond to the areas selected in panel (C). (D) Quantification of the immune 

cell populations and relative sub-populations in two groups of tumors, exposed to SF-

MRT, on D12 (pink bars), and exposed to 2F-MRT, on D12, i.e., at the second day 

post-second MRT irradiation (blue bars). The percentage of a given subpopulation is 

calculated over the parental population. From left to right and from the top to the 

bottom of the panel, fractions for the following cells are presented: leucocytes and 

MHCII + cells calculated over total immune cells; TANs, DCs, B-cells and T-cells 

calculated over leucocytes; T-helpers, CTLs, T-regs and activated T-cells calculated 

over total T-cells; myeloid cells calculated over leucocytes; monocytes and TAMs 

gated over myeloid cells and M2-like TAMs calculated over total TAMs.  M1-like 

TAMs were not detected. The definition of each lineage in presented in 

Supplementary Materials and Methods. N=5 tumors per group per time point. Data 

shown as a mean % ± SD; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 (nonparametric Mann–Whitney test). 

(E) t-SNE density plots on the left and representation of overlaid gated T-cell subsets 

over total T-cells and leucocytes on the right. Top row, a randomly selected sample 

form the SF-MRT group; bottom row, a randomly selected sample from the 2F-MRT 

group. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of biological events following single vs. double exposure 

of B16F10 melanoma to MRT. Single exposure to MRT (left panel) significantly 

delays primary tumor growth compared to BB irradiation or unirradiated controls. It 

also sensitizes radioresistant melanoma to radiation treatment and triggers 
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intratumoral infiltration of immune cells, such as monocytes and T cells (8). However, 

SF-MRT, as well as BB irradiation, accelerates the formation of locoregional 

metastases in superficial cervical lymph nodes. A double fraction of MRT (right panel) 

elicits a significant delay in primary melanoma growth with respect to a single-fraction 

and reduces out-of-field, locoregional progression of metastases. The unique 

geometry of MRT results in a dose gradient that, in addition to its delivery in FLASH 

mode, increases immune cell sparing in the valley regions. Modulation of local and 

systemic immune responses contributes to 2F-MRT treatment efficacy. Furthermore, 

the double fractionated regimen activates the host immune system, which is 

mediated, in part, by the circulating cytokines CXCL5, CCL22, and CXCL12. These 

cytokines are known to stimulate the recruitment of TANs and activated T cells to the 

primary tumors, as well as influence immune responses against locoregional 

metastasis (abscopal effect), whose progression was significantly reduced by the 

second MRT fraction.  
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Figure S1. Immunostaining for melanoma marker Melan A and S100β. (A) 

Positive control (CTR), a primary melanoma tumor. (B) LN assigned score 0 contains 

single melanoma cells infiltrating the LN periphery. Arrows indicate Melan A-positive 

cells and S100β-positive cells (indicated by arrows). (C) LN assigned score 1 show a 

small group of Melan A/S100β-positive melanoma cells (indicated by arrows) 

infiltrating the LN periphery. (D) For a comparison, absence of melanoma cells in 

macroscopically negative LNs harvested from a B16F10 melanoma-bearing mouse 

with a completely ablated tumor by treatment with three 133-Gy MRT daily fractions, 
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culled at 18 months post-irradiation, is shown (tumor remission). (E) Left panel: an 

example of an excessively large (17.2 mm) LN completely infiltrated by B16F10 

melanoma cells, harvested from a mouse with SF-MRT-irradiated tumors at D23 

post-irradiation. Right panels: immunostaining of the same LN for Melan A and 

S100β showing an extensive infiltration by melanoma cells and their tropism to the 

periphery of the LN and the blood vessels (indicated by arrows). 

 

Figure S2. Metastasis score for individual LNs from CTR, BB, SF-MRT and DF-

MRT cohorts and average scores per day. Data shown as an average score per 

day. Each symbol represents a single LN. LNs in the control group were also scored 

one day prior to irradiation (D-1). The information on the total number of examined 

LNs per day is included in Supplementary Table 1.  

 

Figure S3. Viability and motility properties of tumor cells in LN metastases and 

primary melanomas. Microscopic images of histological sections of (A) An 

unusually large LN harvested from a mouse with SF-MRT-irradiated tumors 

(depictured in Figure S1E, at two different magnifications); (B) A primary non-

irradiated PFA-fixed melanoma that has been stored in PFA for about 5 years; (C) 

Non-irradiated B16F10 melanoma that has been OCT-frozen at -80ºC after PFA 

fixation for about 3 years and paraffin-embedded prior to immunostaining (D) SF-

MRT-irradiated melanoma at D4 post-irradiation, that has been PFA-fixed and OCT-

frozen at -80ºC for about 3 years, and paraffin-embedded prior to immunostaining. 

The sections were immunostained for cleaved caspase-3 (CC3), phospho-histone H3 

(PH3), pan-cytokeratin (pan-CK), vimentin, fibronectin and melan A. Only pan-CK, 

vimentin, fibronectin and melan A immunostaining is reported for panels (C) and (D). 
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Note a stronger immunostaining in PFA-fixed-frozen tumors compared to PFA-fixed 

tumors and a change of the fibronectin immunostaining from nuclei-associated in a 

non-irradiated tumor to membrane-associated in an MRT-irradiated tumor.  Brown, 

peroxidase immunostaining; blue, nuclei counterstained with hematoxylin; black dots, 

melanin. 

 

Figure S4. Non-significant changes in plasma concentrations of 19 cytokines in 

melanoma-bearing mice irradiated with SF-MRT or 2F-MRT. Plasma 

concentrations of shown cytokines were measured by the multiplex immunoassay in 

samples of melanoma-bearing animals collected after SF-MRT (pink bars, D2-12) 

and 2F-MRT (blue bars, D12-22). CCL1 has no data detected for the group SF-MRT 

D12 and in other 5 groups, N≤3. For CCL5, N=2 for the groups SF-MRT D2, D5 and 

D9. For CCL2, N=2 for the group 2F-MRT D2. For CC27 and CXCL1, n≤3 for each 

group and time point. For the rest of the cytokines, N=5 per each time point (with the 

only exception of MRT D12, n=4). Data shown as a mean concentration ± SD 

(Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric multiple comparison test).  
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